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Abstract Bipolar active regions (ARs) are thought to be formed by twisted
flux tubes, as the presence of such twist is theoretically required for a cohe-
sive rise through the whole convective zone. We use longitudinal magnetograms
to demonstrate that a clear signature of a global magnetic twist is present,
particularly, during the emergence phase when the AR is forming in a much
weaker pre-existing magnetic field environment. The twist is characterised by the
presence of elongated polarities, called “magnetic tongues”, which originate from
the azimuthal magnetic field component. The tongues first extend in size before
retracting when the maximum magnetic flux is reached. This implies an apparent
rotation of the magnetic bipole. Using a simple half-torus model of an emerging
twisted flux tube having a uniform twist profile, we derive how the direction of
the polarity inversion line and the elongation of the tongues depend on the global
twist in the flux rope. Using a sample of 40 ARs, we verify that the helicity sign,
determined from the magnetic polarity distribution pattern, is consistent with
the sign derived from the photospheric helicity flux computed from magnetogram
time series, as well as from other proxies such as sheared coronal loops, sigmoids,
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flare ribbons and/or the associated magnetic cloud observed in situ at 1 AU. The
evolution of the tongues observed in emerging ARs is also closely similar to the
evolution found in recent MHD numerical simulations. We also found that the
elongation of the tongue formed by the leading magnetic polarity is significantly
larger than that of the following polarity. This newly discovered asymmetry is
consistent with an asymmetric Ω-loop emergence, trailing the solar rotation,
which was proposed earlier to explain other asymmetries in bipolar ARs.

Keywords: Active Regions, Magnetic Fields; Corona, Structures; Helicity, Mag-
netic; Helicity, Observations

1. Introduction

Magnetic activity on the Sun is widely thought to have its origin in the dynamo
located just below the base of the convective zone (CZ), in the tachocline. At
some point during the amplification of the magnetic field, a flux tube is supposed
to become buoyantly unstable and, then, it starts crossing the CZ. The flux tube
needs to be sufficiently twisted to be able to survive its travel through the CZ
(Emonet and Moreno-Insertis, 1998; Cheung, Moreno-Insertis, and Schüssler,
2006). However, in order that the twisted flux tube, or flux rope, to show a tilt
direction consistent with observations (Joy’s law), the initial twist needs to be
less than half of that needed for a cohesive rise (Fan, 2008). Rising flux ropes
are also affected by the large-scale convective motions (Jouve and Brun, 2009).

The global MHD simulations of flux ropes in the CZ (see references in the
previous paragraph) typically end around 10-20 Mm below the photosphere,
where a sharp stratification of the plasma is present together with a change of
the physical regime. Local MHD simulations calculate the flux rope evolution
from below the photosphere to the low corona (within a range of altitudes,
typically from ≈ −5 Mm to 10 Mm, the origin of heights being at the bottom
of the photosphere). The crossing of the photosphere by a flux tube is difficult
for several reasons, first, the flux tube is no longer buoyant, second, there is a
change of regime (from high to low plasma β, with β being the ratio between the
plasma and the magnetic pressure), and finally, it has a much larger radius than
the local gravitational scale height. The flux tube flattens below the photosphere
forming a horizontal layer and, later, its upper part eventually succeeds to cross
the photosphere when the accumulating magnetic field becomes strong enough
to be buoyant again (e.g., Magara, 2001; Archontis et al., 2004; Magara, 2004;
Manchester et al., 2004; Murray et al., 2006). However, magnetic dips which are
inevitably present in a twisted flux tube are loaded with dense material, so that
the tube becomes gravitationally anchored to the photosphere in the absence of
magnetic reconnection (Pariat et al., 2004).

The MHD simulations, discussed above, start with a horizontal flux rope
located significantly below the photosphere. A density or a velocity perturbation,
with a Gaussian spatial shape along the tube, induces the buoyant instability and
the portion of the flux rope which is arching upward starts to emerge across the
photosphere. However, the inclination of the axis is typically not strong enough
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to allow the evacuation of the dense plasma in the flux rope legs and only its
upper part is able to cross the photosphere. This problem is solved by starting
the simulation with an already upward arching flux rope. For field strengths
large enough, the axis of the toroidal loop emerges fully into the corona (Hood
et al., 2009; MacTaggart and Hood, 2009). This simulation of flux emergence
gives a photospheric field distribution closer to the observed active region (AR)
magnetograms (if rescaled to a typical AR size, but it also implies a thicker
photosphere). Moreover, unlike the results obtained with an initially straight flux
tube, the separation of the magnetic field polarities does not continue indefinitely
with time, but has a finite maximum value, as observed.

In observations, the emergence of an isolated AR is typically detected at
the photospheric level by the growth and separation of two opposite magnetic
polarities. When viewed at high spatial resolution, it is seen that the magnetic
flux tube splits in many nearly parallel thin strands that emerge successively
(Zwaan, 1985; Strous et al., 1996; Pariat et al., 2004). Nevertheless, the global
coherence of photospheric motions indicates the presence of one main coherent
progenitor flux tube. The emergence of isolated ARs is more appropriate to
study the intrinsic properties of emerging flux tubes, since due to the lack of
interaction with pre-existing fields it shows their characteristics more clearly.

Signatures of twisted magnetic flux emergence besides the growth and polarity
separation also include a rotation of the bipole (i.e. a change of direction of
the line joining the flux-weighted center of both magnetic polarities). Though
the polarities in some ARs show a genuine physical long-term relative rotation,
which is interpreted as the emergence of a writhed flux tube (see López Fuentes
et al., 2003), in most cases a rotation observed during the short flux emergence
period is not a true rotation of the magnetic field configuration. The apparent
rotation of the bipole is a consequence of the evolution of the so-called “mag-
netic tongues”, which are extensions of the approximately round magnetic field
polarities expected for a twisted emerging bipolar field (see Figure 1 and López
Fuentes et al., 2000). Magnetic tongues which resemble the yin yang pattern, can
be understood as the signature of the azimuthal (poloidal) field component in
an emerging flux rope. They are present as long as the top horizontal portion of
the twisted flux tube (called apex from now on) is crossing the photosphere. The
spatial organization of the magnetic tongues and the orientation of the polarity
inversion line (PIL) can be used as proxies of the magnetic helicity sign of the
emerging field.

Magnetic tongues are observed in the early phase of emergence of an AR.
Many clear observed examples of tongues have been published in previous pa-
pers, either recognized or overlooked by their authors. In the explicit cases, the
helicity sign inferred from the tongues in the studied ARs was found to be in
agreement with all the other proxies of the magnetic helicity sign listed hereafter
(for reviews, see e.g. Pevtsov, 2002, and Démoulin and Pariat, 2009). First, the
most direct proxy for the determination of the helicity sign is the magnetic shear
along the PIL as measured from photospheric vector magnetograms (e.g., Li
et al., 2007; Canou et al., 2009). Second, a directly related proxy is the observed
shear (inclination with respect to a perpendicular direction over the PIL) of an
arch filament system (an indication of emerging field, e.g. Strous et al., 1996; Asai
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Figure 1. Sketch of the magnetogram of the vertical (perpendicular to the photospheric
plane) field component during the emergence of a twisted flux tube. As the apex of the flux
tube emerges, two elongated magnetic polarities, called magnetic tongues, develop. The spatial
organization of the tongues resembling the yin yang pattern indicates the sign of the magnetic
helicity, independently of the sign of the magnetic polarities (positive/negative for white/dark
grey, respectively). Some enveloping arcade and internal dipped field lines are shown with
blue/green and red lines, respectively.

et al., 2009). A third proxy is the shear observed in coronal loops (e.g., Burnette,
Canfield, and Pevtsov, 2004; Tian et al., 2005b; Cristiani et al., 2008). Fourth,
there is frequently a spatial shift of the ribbons of an eruptive (or so-called
two-ribbon) flare along the PIL (this is an indication of the remaining magnetic
shear present after reconnection as the ribbons are linked by flare loops) and,
in some cases, the ribbons have a J-shape (an indication of reconnection at the
periphery of a flux rope, e.g. Démoulin, Priest, and Lonie, 1996; Chandra et al.,
2009). Finally, the photospheric magnetic helicity flux injected in an AR can be
computed from longitudinal magnetograms using the local correlation tracking
technique (e.g., Chae, Moon, and Park, 2004; Yamamoto et al., 2005; Jeong and
Chae, 2007; Liu and Zhang, 2006; Yang, Büchner, and Zhang, 2009a). All these
proxies of the magnetic helicity sign have been used in a much broader set of
publications; however, only the few examples cited above show explicitly the
magnetic tongues.

The presence of magnetic tongues has also been associated with coronal sig-
moids in a few cases (Mandrini et al., 2005; Tian and Alexander, 2006; Green
et al., 2007). Sigmoids are best observed in soft X-rays (Rust and Kumar,
1996; Canfield, Hudson, and McKenzie, 1999; Glover et al., 2000; Pevtsov, 2002).
They are the coronal tracers of twisted or, at least, highly sheared field lines.
Indeed, when the photospheric magnetic helicity has a well marked dominant
positive (negative) sign, a forward (backward) sigmoid is typically observed,
respectively (Pevtsov, Canfield, and McClymont, 1997; Burnette, Canfield, and
Pevtsov, 2004). Sigmoids are presently understood as tracers of the border of
twisted flux ropes formed by reconnection of highly sheared magnetic arcades
(Green et al., 2007; Green and Kliem, 2009; Archontis et al., 2009; Aulanier
et al., 2010).

The main objective of the present paper is to further analyze the presence and
evolution of magnetic tongues during the emergence of 40 ARs and to relate them
to sigmoids and/or sheared coronal loops. Other proxies of the magnetic helicity
sign are also used whenever available. We first describe the selection criteria
of ARs for analysis and the observations used (Section 2). Then, we analyze
the evolution of magnetic tongues in a set of six emerging bipoles (Section 3).
The physical interpretation of magnetic tongues, as well as the limitations in
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their use are discussed in Section 4, with details of a simple analytical model
of the magnetic tongues presented in the Appendices A and B. We show some
quantitative analysis of the tongues in Section 5. Finally, we summarise and con-
clude, making links between twisted flux emergence and coronal mass ejections
(CMEs), emphasising the importance of the simple recognition of helicity sign
for, e.g., space weather purposes (Section 6).

2. Observations and Data Analysis

2.1. Data Selection

Though tongues should develop during the emergence of a significantly twisted
flux tube, their presence and temporal evolution are not always clearly observ-
able. In principle, tongues are present during the first stages of flux emergence;
therefore, the examples included in this study correspond to bipoles that ap-
peared on the solar disk on the eastern hemisphere (in general at a few tens
of degrees from the east limb). These bipoles should emerge isolated, far from
any other significantly intense flux concentration or, at least, their flux should
increase fast enough to be visible within a pre-existing flux concentration (such
as an AR). This condition excludes from our data set cases in which bipoles
emerge in complicated nests of ARs.

The examples in this study are those for which we could find sufficiently broad
magnetic data coverage and, at least, one other proxy to confirm the magnetic
helicity sign derived from the shape of tongues. To achieve this, we extensively
reviewed the literature and collected ARs which fulfilled our selection criteria
and for which the helicity sign was determined.

2.2. Instrument Description

We follow the evolution of the photospheric magnetic field using data from the
Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI, Scherrer et al., 1995) on board the Solar and
Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO). MDI measures the line-of-sight (or longitudi-
nal) magnetic field in the mid-photosphere. We use full-disk magnetograms with
a 96-minute cadence. The measured magnetic field is the field averaged over
a magnetogram pixel with a size of 1.98 arcsec. All the data are differentially
rotated to the time of central meridian passage.

The EUV emission of coronal loops is analyzed using data from the SOHO/-
Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT, Delaboudiniére et al., 1995). EIT
observes the full Sun regularly with four different filters and with a pixel size of
2.6 arcsec. We use mainly the 195 Å band (T≈ 1.5×106 K) since it has typically
the highest time cadence (down to 12 min) and because coronal loops are well
seen in this wavelength range.

The Soft X-ray Telescope (SXT), on board Yohkoh, (Tsuneta et al., 1991) is
used to identify the hottest coronal loops (above 2× 106 K). SXT was a grazing
incidence telescope that formed X-ray images in the 0.25 to 4.0 keV energy range,
which corresponds to a wavelength range of 3–60 Å. Full-disk SXT data, taken
with the Dagwood (AlMg), are used in this work.
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Figure 2. Temporal evolution of the magnetic tongues during the emergence of a twisted flux
tube computed from a simple model having a torus shape, see Appendix A. The magnetic
helicity is positive (the case with negative helicity mirrors this one). Some field lines are drawn
in red to outline the magnetic configuration. Notice that, with an uniform twist, the direction
of the central part of the PIL does not change while the bipole shows an apparent rotation
due to the retraction of the tongues.

3. Emergence of Active Regions

3.1. Magnetic Tongues

Magnetic tongues are defined as elongations of the magnetic polarities which
can be observed during the emergence of, at least, a fraction of ARs (López
Fuentes et al., 2000). There are only two basic configurations of magnetic tongues
as shown in Figure 1. They are associated with positive or negative magnetic
helicity signs, when the flux distribution is interpreted as due to the emergence
of a twisted flux tube (see Section 4.1). If the sign of the magnetic polarities
is reversed in Figure 1, the sign of the magnetic helicity does not change, i.e.
the tongues represent a polarity-invariant helicity-proxy. A typical evolution of
the magnetic tongues, as the flux rope is emerging, is shown in Figure 2 for a
simple model defined in Appendix A. In the following sections we present several
examples of such magnetic tongues in ARs emerging in zones with no significant
pre-existing magnetic flux. We begin with a simple case before analyzing more
complex ones.

3.2. Evolution of AR 8203

AR 8203 emerges in the quiet Sun (see the movie 8203 mdi.mpg in the electronic
supplement). The tongues are not visible at the beginning of the emergence and
the bipole is almost east-west oriented (first panel of Figure 3). Long magnetic
tongues develop later on (from late 14 April to 16 April). The tongues have
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Figure 3. Photospheric magnetograms from SOHO/MDI showing the evolution of the mag-
netic tongues in AR 8203, together with a contrast-enhanced reversed image taken with EIT
in 195 Å (at 07:14 UT on 15 April 1998) with two isocontours of the magnetic field (±300
gauss (G)) superposed. Two coronal loops are highlighted with hand-drawn white lines. The
magnetograms have been rotated to the central meridian position of the AR (positive/negative
magnetic field polarities are indicated in white/black colour). The magnetic tongues indicate
negative magnetic helicity; they are outlined with ±100 G isocontours on the top right panel.
The main polarities are labeled in the magnetogram closest in time to the 195 Å image. The
field of view is the same in all panels.

almost disappeared by 17 April, when the photospheric magnetic flux starts to
decrease (Figure 7d). The tongues indicate a negative magnetic helicity (c.f.
Figure 1) in agreement with the sign deduced from the sheared loops observed
with EIT in 195 Å (Figure 3).

3.3. Evolution of AR 8011

AR 8011 emerges as a small bipole and has magnetic tongues indicating positive
magnetic helicity (see the movie, 8011 mdi.mpg, from 3:15 to 6:27 UT on 13 Jan-
uary in the electronic supplement). Later, on the same day, no significant tongues
are present (e.g. Figure 4 at 20:48 UT on 13 January). However, tongues become
again identifiable on the next day as new magnetic flux emerges. Their presence
is not clear at the beginning (e.g. at 8:03 UT on 14 January), while they are well
seen later on (e.g. at 20:51 UT on 14 January). Both the spatial organization
of the tongues and the associated soft X-ray sigmoid indicate positive magnetic
helicity. As the AR evolves, the magnetic polarities separate and the magnetic
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) with two isocontours of the magnetic field superposed (±300 G). The X-ray
sigmoid is highlighted by a hand-drawn S-shaped white line.
Figure 4. Same display as in Figure 3 for AR 8011. The magnetic tongues indicate positive
magnetic helicity (outlined with ± 100 G isocontours in the middle right panel). The lower
right panel is a contrast-enhanced reversed image taken in soft X-rays (Yohkoh/SXT image at
22:20 UT on 15 January 1997

tongues retract again. The tongues disappear when the magnetic flux of both
polarities reaches maximum in the morning of 16 January (Figure 7a).

The injection of magnetic helicity, computed from the time evolution of MDI
magnetograms, shows an overall positive injection during almost the entire day
on 14 January (Figure 2, panel A2 of Yamamoto et al., 2005), when the magnetic
tongues are well visible. Later, at the beginning of 15 January, the injection of
helicity becomes negative but with much smaller flux values. The maximum
injected helicity is about 14× 1040 Mx2 (Mx: maxwell), taking into account the
magnetic flux measurements of Figure 7a (in which the re-calibration of MDI
data is included). Later on, around 17 January, Chae (2001) found a globally
positive, but weaker injection, of about 2.4× 1040 Mx2 during 39h.
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Figure 5. Same display as Figure 3 for the second bipolar emergence in AR 8015 (called
8015b). The magnetic tongues indicate positive magnetic helicity (± 100 G isocontours in
the middle left panel). The X-ray sigmoid, observed with Yohkoh/SXT (on 1 February 1997
at 06:06 UT), is highlighted by a hand-drawn S-shaped line in the lowest right panel. The
sigmoid extends well outside the AR main magnetic field concentrations.

3.4. Evolution of AR 8015

By the beginning of the movie 8015 mdi.mpg, AR 8015 consists of an evolved
bipole that we call 8015a. This bipole still shows magnetic tongues, indicating a
positive helicity sign (e.g. Figure 5 at 6:27 UT on 29 January). The emergence
of a new bipole, called 8015b, starts around 8:00 UT on 29 January within the
previous bipole. This second bipole has well-developed magnetic tongues from
the beginning of its emergence up to ≈ 8:03 UT on 1 February (Figure 5). The
spatial organization of the flux in the tongues indicates again positive helicity,
in agreement with the sign deduced from the observed soft X-ray sigmoid. The
tongues reach a maximum extension along the PIL by the end of 30 January
when the magnetic flux of both polarities reaches its maximum (Figure 7b).

A third bipole emerges at the same location at the beginning of 2 February
(Figure 6). Its magnetic flux cancels the previous bipole flux, rapidly becoming
dominant, so that we can study this third bipole as if it were emerging in the
quiet Sun (Figure 7b). The new bipole develops long magnetic tongues that
progressively disappear by the beginning of 4 February, when the magnetic flux
is at maximum. The magnetic tongues of this third emergence episode indicate an
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Figure 6. Same display as Figure 3 for the third bipolar emergence in AR 8015 (called
8015c). The magnetic tongues indicate negative magnetic helicity (± 100 G isocontours in the
top right panel). The sheared arcade of X-ray loops, observed with Yohkoh/SXT (at 17:26 UT
on 4 February 1997), is highlighted by one hand-drawn line in the lowest right panel showing
that the magnetic helicity sign in the corona is negative.

opposite magnetic helicity sign to that of the first two bipoles. This is, indeed,
confirmed by the negative magnetic shear displayed by the soft X-ray loops
(Figure 6).

Our inference of the magnetic helicity sign is in good agreement with the
injection of magnetic helicity computed for the second and third bipoles in AR
8015 (see Figure 2, panel B2 in Yamamoto et al., 2005). We conclude that this
AR showed a peculiar behaviour represented by the successive emergence of at
least three bipoles with a common toroidal (east-west) field; the first two bipoles
carried positive magnetic helicity, while the last one carried helicity with opposite
sign. While it appears peculiar, this evolution can be quite common in the so-
called activity nests. For example, the AR studied by Chandra et al. (2010) was
formed by several magnetic bipoles with mixed helicity signs. Simply, in AR
8015, we have the opportunity to observe the bipoles emerging well-separated in
time so that each of them can be clearly identified.
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Figure 7. Magnetic flux evolution during the emergence of (a) AR 8011 (Figure 4), (b) AR
8015 (both bipoles, Figures 5,6), (c) AR 8171 (Figure 8), and (d) AR 8203 (Figure 3). Magnetic
flux is in units of 1021 Mx.

3.5. Evolution of AR 8171

AR 8171 emerges in the quiet Sun. The tongues are well marked from the
beginning of the emergence and the bipole is oriented nearly in the north-south
direction (central part in the first panel of Figure 8). These tongues extend later
(on 27 February, Figure 8); then, they shrink (on 28 February) and, finally, they
almost disappear on 1 March leaving an almost east-west bipole (see the movie
8171 mdi.mpg in the electronic supplement).

Later, on 2 March, magnetic tongues grow again to become very prominent
on 3 March (movie 8171 mdi.mpg). During all this evolution, new magnetic flux
is continuously emerging (Figure 7c). The tongues indicate positive magnetic
helicity in both time intervals, in agreement with the sheared loops observed
with EIT in 195 Å (the coronal loops are sheared compared to a potential field
extrapolation). Leamon, Canfield, and Pevtsov (2002) associated a magnetic
cloud formed by a left-handed (i.e. negative helicity) flux rope to this AR, i.e.
having the opposite sign of magnetic helicity indicated by the tongues. We find
no evidence of negative helicity neither at the photospheric nor at the coronal
levels. However, this case might be similar to the one analyzed by Chandra et al.
(2010), i.e. an AR with mixed magnetic helicity, or the magnetic cloud may have
a different solar source.

3.6. Evolution of AR 8757

AR 8757 has a similar evolution to that of AR 8203, except that the initial bipole
is tilted (inclined compared to the east-west direction) and the helicity sign is
the opposite (movie 8757 mdi.mpg in the electronic supplement and Figure 9).
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Figure 8. Same display as in Figure 3 for AR 8171. The magnetic tongues indicate positive
magnetic helicity (± 100 G isocontours in the middle right panel). The sheared EUV loops,
observed with SOHO/EIT in 195 Å (at 07:31 UT on 1 March 1998) are shown in the lower
right panel with hand-drawn white and black lines. They indicate that the magnetic helicity
sign in the corona is positive.

Moreover, since there are multiple episodes of flux emergence, the magnetic
tongues have a cyclic behavior with a repetition of the sequence of elongation
and shrinkage, as follows. Tongues are present on 5 November at 06:00 UT,
they grow and then retract to become undetectable about 17 hours after. On
the next day a similar episode starts at about 12:00 UT to end about one day
later. Finally, new tongues are observed at the beginning of 10 November but we
cannot see their retraction, since the AR was by then too close to the west limb.
The magnetic tongues indicate positive magnetic helicity, in agreement with the
sign deduced from the sheared coronal loops observed with SXT (Figure 9).

3.7. Evolution of Other ARs

The results for all the 40 ARs studied are summarised in Table 1. As for the
example ARs shown in the figures, we have analyzed the magnetic field evolution
during their emergence. We have checked if a sigmoid, or at least sheared coronal
loops, were present in EUV or soft X-rays. We have also searched for other proxies
of the magnetic helicity sign such as photospheric vector magnetograms, sheared
arch filament systems, sheared coronal loops, as well as in situ magnetic field
measurements in a magnetic cloud related to the studied ARs (see Figure 1 of
Démoulin and Pariat, 2009; Luoni et al., 2007). We have also used the previ-
ously published results of photospheric magnetic helicity flux injection, which
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Figure 9. Same display as in Figure 3 for AR 8757. The magnetic tongues indicate posi-
tive magnetic helicity (± 100 G isocontours in the middle left panel). The sheared coronal
loops, outlined with a hand-drawn white line, are shown in the lowest right panel with a
contrast-reversed image obtained with Yohkoh/SXT (at 05:15 UT on 8 November 1999).

is computed from the evolution of longitudinal magnetograms using the local
correlation-tracking technique. We have found that the helicity sign given by
the magnetic tongues agrees, in all but one case out of 40, with the helicity sign
inferred from these other proxies.

It is worth mentioning that the last AR included in the table (AR 11060)
is the one in which a CME, observed with unprecedented temporal and spatial
resolution by the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) on board the Solar Dy-
namic Observatory, occurred on 8 April 2010. Magnetic tongues are clearly seen
from 5 April 2010 in MDI magnetograms (see http://soi.stanford.edu/production/
mag gifs.html), their shape indicates positive magnetic helicity. The tongues pro-
gressively retract and disappear by late 9 April. The EUV post-flare loops, as
well as the shape of the flare ribbons (see http://sdo.gsfc.nasa.gov/assets/img/
firstlight/movies/multiwave zm sm.mov), indicate that the coronal magnetic he-
licity is also positive. Two ARs included in Table 1 present a particular behaviour
that we discuss in the next paragraphs.

AR 9563 is the only case in Table 1 for which the helicity sign deduced from the
tongues and other proxies did not match. The distribution of the magnetic flux in
the tongues indicates that, before its central meridian passage on 5 August 2001,
its magnetic helicity is negative; the same helicity sign can be inferred from the
X-ray loops observed with SXT. However, Tian and Alexander (2009) reported
that a positive helicity injection occurred mostly after 6 August. In fact, a second
bipole emerged in the center of this AR on that day; this bipole had positive
magnetic helicity opposite to that of the first bipole (see the corresponding
panel in Figure 6 of Tian and Alexander (2009), and MDI magnetograms in
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the previously mentioned web page). This evolution is similar to the one of
AR 8015 (Section 3.4); the main differences are that the first bipole does not
disperse sufficiently by the time of the second flux emergence and that the second
bipole has a weaker magnetic flux (a factor ≈ 0.2) compared to the first one. So,
conversely to AR 8015, the second bipole emergence with the opposite helicity
sign in AR 9563 is mixed up with the first bipole; therefore, its magnetic tongues
cannot be clearly identified.

AR 10030 appears on the solar disk on 10 July 2002 as an already evolved
and extended region formed by two bipoles. The tongues to which we refer in
Table 1 correspond to the emergence of a third bipole towards the east of the
main positive sunspot, as discussed in Tian and Alexander (2008); these are
clearly observed in Figure 10 of that paper. The loops observed with EIT in
195 Å confirm that the coronal magnetic helicity is negative, as is the helicity of
the bipoles present before this emergence (see Tian and Alexander, 2008).

4. Interpretation

4.1. Emergence of a Twisted Flux Tube

MDI magnetograms provide the evolution of the longitudinal component of the
photospheric magnetic field. Since we restrict the study to ARs close to disk
centre, the main contribution to the magnetic signal comes from the vertical (per-
pendicular to the photospheric plane) component of the magnetic field. There is
no information on the magnetic shear (which requires vector magnetograms).
However, when the emerging flux tube is twisted an asymmetry appears in
the photospheric spatial distribution of the vertical magnetic field due to the
contribution of the azimuthal component. The result is schematically depicted
in Figure 1 and the photospheric evolution of the tongues is shown in Figure 2
for the emergence of a flux tube carrying positive magnetic helicity.

The projection of the flux rope azimuthal (poloidal) field component on the
vertical direction results in two elongated polarities, called magnetic tongues,
which extend between the strongest opposite polarity concentrations forming
an yin yang pattern. Their relative position depends on the sign of the twist
(Figure 1). For a given geometry of the emerging flux tube, the extension of
these tongues increases with the magnitude of the twist, as we show in the
Appendix B. The tongues are present only while the apex of the flux tube is
crossing the photosphere, i.e. during the period of flux emergence (when the
magnetic flux of both polarities is increasing). Later on, the tongues disappear
because the projection of the azimuthal field on the vertical direction becomes
less important. Finally, the retraction of the tongues with time in emerging
ARs, shown in Section 3, is naturally explained by this model (see Figure 2).
They retract and disappear when the apex of the flux tube has fully crossed
the photosphere, i.e. when the maximum flux is reached in both photospheric
polarities. After that, decay sets in and the magnetic flux of the simple bipolar
AR progressively disperses with time.

The simplest model, representing the evolution just described, is analytical
and considers a magnetic field confined in a torus (see the Appendix A). The
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Table 1. Summary of results for the entire sample of 40 ARs. The magnetic helicity
sign inferred from the magnetic tongues is given in the third column. In the fourth
column, S and Z letters are for forward and backward sigmoids (an indication of
positive and negative helicity, respectively), while the + and − symbols represent
the helicity sign deduced when only sheared coronal loops are present. The sign
of HBt is inferred from vector magnetograms, that of Hinj from the evolution of
longitudinal magnetograms (computation of helicity injection), the one of Hrib from
the spatial shift of flare ribbons along the PIL, that of HMC from the helicity of the
associated magnetic cloud, and the one of Hmod to the sign of α in a linear force-free
(∇×B = αB) model of the AR.

AR First Magnetic helicity Sign Ref.a

appearance Tongues Sigmoid Other proxies

or loops

8011 13/01/97 + S Hinj > 0 3,21

8015 29/01/97 + S Hinj > 0 21

8015 02/02/97 − Z Hinj < 0 21

8016 01/02/97 + + Hinj > 0 12,22

8027 03/04/97 + S HMC > 0 1,2,9,12

8032 14/04/97 + S HMC > 0 7,12

8038 06/05/97 − Z Hinj, HMC, Hrib < 0 9,12,21

8059 01/07/97 + + Hinj ≈ 0, HMC > 0 12,21

8064 23/07/97 − −
8066 25/07/97 − Z HMC < 0 12

8086 12/09/97 + S

8100 27/10/97 − − HBt < 0 8,14,17

8171 26/02/98 + + HMC < 0 12

8176 07/03/98 − −
8203 13/04/98 − Z 20

8214 29/04/98 + + Hinj > 0 17,19

8232 03/06/98 + S

8375 30/10/98 + S Hinj, HMC > 0 15,17,19

8611 27/06/99 − − Hinj < 0 19

8757 05/11/99 + S

8760 07/11/99 − − Hinj > 0 17,19

8771 18/11/99 − − Hinj < 0 17

8910 13/03/00 + + Hinj > 0 17,19

9114 05/08/00 − Z Hinj, HMC < 0 6,15

9139 19/08/00 − − Hinj < 0 19

9563 01/08/01 − − Hinj > 0 17,19

9574 09/08/01 + + Hinj > 0 19

9684 29/10/01 − Z Hinj < 0 16,17

9715 24/11/01 + + Hmod > 0 23

9906 10/04/02 + + Hinj > 0 19

10030 10/07/02 − − HBt, Hrib < 0 18

10050 26/07/02 + + Hinj > 0 17

10226 13/12/02 + + Hmod > 0 24

10365 20/05/03 + + Hinj, Hrib > 0 4,5,10,11,17

10381 09/06/03 − − Hinj < 0 10

10488 26/10/03 − − Hinj, Hrib < 0 13,17

10656 06/08/04 − − Hinj < 0 10,19

10696 02/11/04 − − Hinj < 0 10

10720 11/01/05 + + HBt > 0 14

11060 04/04/10 + +

a The results in the fifth column are from: 1: Attrill et al. (2007), 2: Berdichevsky et al. (2002),
3: Chae (2001), 4: Chae, Moon, and Park (2004), 5: Chandra et al. (2009), 6: Georgoulis and
LaBonte (2006), 7: Gopalswamy et al. (2000), 8: Green et al. (2002), 9: Green et al. (2007),
10: Jeong and Chae (2007), 11: LaBonte, Georgoulis, and Rust (2007), 12: Leamon, Canfield,
and Pevtsov (2002), 13: Liu and Zhang (2006), 14: Liu, Zhang, and Zhang (2008), 15: Nindos,
Zhang, and Zhang (2003), 16: Tian and Alexander (2006), 17: Tian and Alexander (2008),
18: Tian, Alexander, and Nightingale (2008), 19: Tian and Alexander (2009), 20: Wu et al.
(2005), 21: Yamamoto et al. (2005), 22: Yang, Zhang, and Büchner (2009b), 23: Cristiani
et al. (2007), 24: Cristiani et al. (2008).SOLA: AR_tongues_revised2.tex; 3 February 2011; 10:59; p. 15
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field is uniformly twisted, both across and along the flux tube. In this model, the
PIL between the opposite polarities is a straight segment which is less inclined
with respect to the line connecting the main photospheric polarities when the
twist increases (Figure 13). Also as the twist increases, the magnetic tongues
become more elongated. They are prominent for a twist larger than one turn.

The simple model, discussed above, and described in detail in Appendix A,
does not consider either the force balance or the strong fragmentation of the
twisted flux tube as it tries to cross the photosphere. However, since the magnetic
tongues are associated with the global structure of the flux rope (its global
twist), magnetic tongues are still present even if the flux rope becomes strongly
fragmented as it crosses the photosphere, and even if it emerges in narrow
threads and at multiple locations (appearing as small-scale flux emergence),
reconnection can restore it in its original length, as shown by all the MHD
simulations described in the next paragraphs. Such simulations, so far, consider
only one coherent flux tube in the CZ, while Parker (1979) argued that the
magnetic field is split into a bundle of many smaller flux tubes below sunspots.
Magnetic tongues are also expected if such bundle of flux tubes is present in
the CZ as long as the bundle is globally twisted. Then, magnetic tongues would
reflect such global twist (and not the individual twist of each flux tube). Such
global twist would be needed to keep a coherence as the bundle of flux tubes
crosses the CZ.

The initial configuration used by the majority of the numerical simulations is
a very twisted horizontal flux tube located below the photosphere. It is typically
set more buoyant in the central part, so it rises faster there. Both because of the
high twist and the weak bending of the flux tube, prominent magnetic tongues
are typically found in such simulations, as in the case of the simple model with
large twist (e.g., Figure 8 in Magara and Longcope, 2003; Figure 9 in Archontis
et al., 2004; Figure 2 in Manchester et al., 2004; Figure 8 in Fan, 2009; Figure 14
in Murray and Hood, 2008). As the top part of the flux rope emerges above the
photosphere, the tongues become very elongated and thin. Such extreme case
of very extended tongues is not frequently observed (see the examples given in
Figures 4-6, 8-9), but it is indeed present in some large and strong-field ARs
though they are less conspicuous than in most MHD simulations (Chae, Moon,
and Park, 2004; Li et al., 2007; Canou et al., 2009). The MHD simulations of
Archontis and Hood (2010) sucessfuly reproduce the main characteristics of the
evolution of such large tongues dubbed as magnetic tails observed in the AR
studied by Canou et al. (2009).

At present, the MHD simulations that better reproduce the observed magnetic
tongues start with a bent (arched) flux tube (half a torus), or a straight flux
tube with a sufficiently enhanced magnetic buoyancy, such that the axis of the
flux tube is significantly arched upward when it reaches the photosphere. Such
setup also lets the full flux rope cross the photosphere more easily, as the dense
plasma is no longer caught in magnetic dips, and it also implies a finite maximum
separation of the polarities as observed (Hood et al., 2009; MacTaggart and
Hood, 2009). The simulated magnetograms shown in Figures 2 and 4 of Hood
et al. (2009) have an evolution of the magnetic tongues similar to the ones found
in emerging ARs, such as those shown in Figures 4-6, 8-9 (however, the magnetic
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flux in these ARs is typically 2 to 10 times larger than in the above numerical
simulations).

4.2. Magnetic Helicity

The largest photospheric injection rate of magnetic helicity in ARs is typically
found associated with the largest increase of magnetic flux. When the emergence
of the AR is monitored from its beginning, a peak in the helicity rate is usually
found such as in Figure 5 of Chae, Moon, and Park (2004), Figure 2 of Yamamoto
et al. (2005), Figures 1–3 and 6 of Jeong and Chae (2007), and Figures 1–4 of
Tian and Alexander (2008).

A comparable peak in the helicity rate is also found in the simple model of a
toroidal field emerging at a constant velocity, see Figure 9 of Pariat, Démoulin,
and Berger (2005). The peak of the helicity injection rate is obtained when the
bottom of the apex of the flux tube crosses the photosphere, i.e. just before
the top of the flux tube has completely emerged. A qualitatively similar peak
of helicity injection is found in MHD simulations of emerging twisted flux tubes
(Cheung, Schüssler, and Moreno-Insertis, 2005; Cheung et al., 2008). Then,
the evolution of the magnetic tongues indicates the time interval when a large
amount of magnetic helicity is injected in the corona. Later on, the injection of
magnetic helicity is most probably continuing at a lower rate during most of the
AR field dispersal (Démoulin et al., 2002; Green et al., 2002; Mandrini et al.,
2004); however, in this later phase Gibson et al. (2004) found that the local
correlation-tracking technique yields an underestimation of the helicity injection
by an order of magnitude (in a theoretical configuration simulating an AR).

4.3. Determination of the Helicity Sign

The presence of magnetic tongues during the emergence of an AR lets us de-
termine the sign of the magnetic helicity of the flux rope forming the AR
(Figures 1, 2). We define the acute angle, δIL, from the bipole axis toward the
PIL in the central part of an AR. With the bipole axis oriented from the following
to the leading polarity, the sign of δIL is the helicity sign of the emerging twisted
flux tube (see Appendix B). Since the evolution of the magnetic tongues implies
an apparent rotation of the AR bipole, we define the bipole direction with the
mean positions of the polarities (see Equation (7)) when the tongues are the
least present, i.e. when the AR is the oldest. Typically, the PIL is complex in
emerging ARs due to the serpentine nature of flux emergence. To determine the
location of a mean PIL defined by significant magnetic field intensity values,
we fit a linear function of the spatial coordinates to the central part of the AR
magnetogram. Then, we equal the fitted function to zero which defines the PIL.
We check that the defined straight line agrees with the mean direction of the
field isocontours (e.g. ±50 G (gauss)). The computed δIL values confirm the sign
of helicity deduced visually in Figure 3-6, 8 and 9. The evolution of δIL is shown
separately for positive and negative helicities in Figure 10.

During the emergence, magnetic helicity is progressively transported into the
corona forming a sheared/twisted magnetic configuration. The observed coronal
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Figure 10. Evolution of the angle δIL between the PIL and the bipole axis versus the mean
magnetic flux of both polarities in units of 1021 Mx for the ARs shown in Figure 3-6, 8 and 9.
The ARs are shown grouped according to their sign of magnetic helicity, H, as deduced from
the sign of δIL. The last magnetogram of the time series studied is used to define the bipole
axis. The magnetic flux of AR 8171 has been divided by a factor 3.

sheared loops and sigmoids are an evidence of this non-potentiality (e.g. Green
et al., 2007). We provide further examples in Table 1 where sigmoids have an S
shape (resp. inverse S or Z shape) when the magnetic helicity sign, as inferred
from the magnetic tongues, is positive (negative), respectively. This relationship
is present if the sigmoids are formed by reconnection of a sheared arcade, building
up a coronal twisted flux tube (Moore et al., 2001; Titov and Démoulin, 1999;
Green et al., 2007; Aulanier et al., 2010). We have also found that the helicity
sign given by the magnetic tongues agrees with the helicity sign inferred from
other proxies (Table 1).

When the axis of the emerging flux tube has a given geometry (curvature),
the magnetic tongues are more extended and pronounced when the flux tube
is more twisted. In the same way the extension of the tongues is smaller in the
early phase of emergence if the emerging flux rope is less twisted at its periphery.
Examples of such cases are given in Figures 4, 3, and 9, where the young bipole
is almost aligned with the bipole present later on, after the disappearance of the
magnetic tongues (so, in both cases the spatial distribution of the photospheric
magnetic field is mainly due to the contribution of the axial field of the flux
rope). However, we cannot quantify the amount of twist since the extension of
the magnetic tongues also depends strongly on the curvature of the flux rope
axis in a simple toroidal model and on the precise way the emergence proceeds
in a more realistic model. Therefore, MHD simulations of flux emergence are
needed to quantify the amount and the spatial distribution of the twist.

The magnetic tongues are only visible during the first stages of flux emergence,
so they are best visible for ARs that start emerging on the eastern hemisphere
(optimally at a few tens of degrees from the solar limb). This emergence has to be
observed in a “clean” environment (that is to say, much more flux has to emerge
than the already present background flux); furthermore, it has to be the single
emergence of a globally twisted flux tube (which emerges in many pieces like
a sea-serpent). For example, the magnetic tongues during the third emergence
of AR 8015 (Figure 6) would not have been identified, or would have at least
been difficult to interpret, if the second flux tube (Figure 5) would not have had
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the time to significantly disperse and if the third bipole would have had a much
weaker flux (see the magnetic flux evolution in Figure 7b). Such mixed helicity
sign has been found in other ARs, for example AR 10501 (Chandra et al., 2010);
however, this particular AR is formed by a nest of bipoles so that magnetic
tongues could not be unambiguously identified in the different emerging bipoles.

Finally, we notice that the interpretation of magnetic tongues can be am-
biguous in some apparently simple bipolar ARs. For example, this is the case
of AR 7978 (Démoulin et al., 2002). While globally bipolar, the early stages
of emergence in this AR are characterized by the appearance of several small
bipoles giving a tongue-like pattern, characteristic of a negative magnetic helicity
(see the panels from 8 to 10 July, 1996, in Figure 1 in Démoulin et al., 2002).
It is only by 11 July that the tongue pattern changes to indicate a positive
helicity sign, in agreement with the magnetic shear of coronal loops (during this
first solar rotation and the next ones). However, by that time the AR is close
to the west limb, so that the magnetic field evolution cannot be observed and
studied later on; furthermore, a significant amount of emergence occurs when
the AR is behind the limb (as can be inferred from the magnetic flux present in
the next Carrington rotation). This large AR starts emerging too close to the
central meridian to allow us to identify clearly the complete evolution of the
magnetic tongues. A closer examination of the magnetic evolution of AR 7978
shows the presence of a high-flux serpentine structure in the centre, involving
the emergence of kinked-like U-loops, which significantly disturbs the tongue
pattern. This implies that the tongue pattern in the early emergence phase of
AR 7978 is not reliable. However, when emerging flux ropes are broken up into
finer strands, the magnetic tongues remain more clearly recognisable.

5. Quantitative Analysis of the Magnetic Tongues

The orientation of the PIL, in the central part of an emerging bipole, with respect
to the bipole axis is characterized by the angle δIL (see Section 4.3. Considering
the simple model of a uniformly twisted flux tube with a half torus shape, δIL
is directly linked to the number of field line turns, Nt, present in the half torus
(see Equation (6) in Appendix B). More generally, δIL is related both to the
twist per unit length and the local radius of curvature of the flux rope. For a
given curvature radius, |δIL| decreases from 900 (untwisted) toward 00 as the
twist increases. The evolution of |δIL| is shown in Figure 10 for six ARs. As for
the simple model (Appendix A), |δIL| stays mostly constant for three ARs (8011,
8171, 8757), apart from lower values in the early phase of emergence (a plausible
indication of a larger twist at the border of the flux tube). ARs 8015b and AR
8203 rather show a progressive decrease of |δIL|, so a plausibly more twisted flux
rope core, while AR 8015c has a reverse evolution with a slow increase of |δIL|
during the emerging phase. In all cases where the magnetic evolution could be
followed long enough after the maximum flux was reached, |δIL| evolved toward
900 as the magnetic tongues retracted. Converting these measured δIL angles
to the number of turns in a half torus with the model of the Appendix A, so
using Equation (6), |Nt| values range from ≈ 0.1 (most of AR 8011 evolution), to
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Figure 11. Evolution of the relative elongation of magnetic tongues, as defined by Equa-
tion (14), versus the magnetic flux in units of 1021 Mx for the ARs shown in Figure 3-6, 8
and 9. The color convention for the polarities is the same as in those figures. Notice that the
leading magnetic polarity has typically a larger elongation than the following polarity.

≈ 0.2 (most of AR 8171 and 8757 evolutions), up to ≈ 3 for AR 8015c (maximum
value). This indicates a broad range of twist (or a very significant effect of the
flux rope geometry).

In the Appendix B we show that the elongation of the magnetic tongues is a
function of the global twist. In an attempt to quantitatively analyse the observed
tongues, we measure their relative elongations, as defined in Equation (14), in
the six ARs as they emerge and plot the results as a function of magnetic flux for
both polarities in Figure 11. Though observations are always more complex than
model calculations, we find a surprisingly good agreement between observed and
modelled elongation evolutions (cf. Figure 14). Models indicate a strong depen-
dence of the elongation on the twist (the higher the twist, the more elongated
the polarities are), and they also show that the elongation stays roughly the
same until maximum flux is reached (i.e. when the entire cross-section of the
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top of the flux rope has crossed the photosphere). Later on, the elongation of
the tongues suddenly starts to decrease, i.e. both polarities are becoming more
round-shaped. The most model-like elongation evolution is seen in AR 8011.
The main difference with the model-curve is that the model does not include
magnetic dispersal, i.e. there is no decrease of magnetic flux, while the decay
phase could be followed in three out of the six cases (AR 8203, AR 8011, and
AR 8015b).

In Figure 11 we indicate which of the two curves shows the elongation of the
leading magnetic polarity. It is clear from the figure, that in all six cases the
magnetic polarity leading in the sense of the solar rotation was more elongated
than the following polarity. What can cause such asymmetry in the elongation
of the leading and following polarity tongues?

There are other well-known asymmetries in emerging bipoles: (i) the leading
sunspots are larger and longer-lived than following spots and (ii) in the divergent
motions during emergence the leading sunspots move much faster westward than
the following spots eastward. These asymmetries can be understood as being
effects of the conservation of angular momentum as a flux rope is rising through
the CZ, which makes the rising Ω-loop asymmetric, trailing the rotation, and
induces a retrograde flow in the flux rope (from the leading towards the following
leg), evacuating the former (i.e. increasing B in the leading leg) and increasing
plasma pressure in the following leg, which leads to an expansion and consequent
decrease of B there (Fan, Fisher, and Deluca, 1993; Moreno-Insertis, Caligari,
and Schuessler, 1994; Caligari, Moreno-Insertis, and Schussler, 1995; Abbett,
Fisher, and Fan, 2001). In the deformed flux rope the leading leg is more tilted to
the vertical than the following leg, which can explain the observed asymmetries
in sunspot motions, and that the PIL is closer to the centre-of-gravity of the
following polarity than that of the leading one (van Driel-Gesztelyi and Petrovay,
1990). The higher magnetic field strength in the leading than that in the following
leg of the Ω-loop makes the leading leg more buoyant than the following one,
which further increases the asymmetry in sunspot motions, and explains recent
findings by Tian and Alexander (2009) and Tian et al. (2011), who showed that
magnetic helicity flux in ARs is systematically higher in the leading than in the
following polarities.

The asymmetry in the elongation of the magnetic tongues, discovered by
us, provides an independent confirmation of this asymmetric emerging flux rope
model. If the leading leg of the emerging Ω-loop is more titled to the vertical than
the following leg, the leading-polarity tongue will be more elongated than the
following-polarity one. In the observed ARs the difference is significant, roughly
a factor of three, implying significant eastward tilt of the emerging flux rope. 3-D
spherical shell inelastic MHD simulations of the buoyant rise of magnetic flux
tubes through the convection zone by Fan (2008) showed a deformation of the
rising flux rope in the opposite sense (i.e. westward), which does not appear to
be consistent with our findings. The observed asymmetry in the elongation of the
magnetic tongues could perhaps be caused by stronger twist in the leading than
that in the following leg of the emerging flux rope. However, the resulting torque
would launch Alfvén waves, which would smooth the twist gradient, making this
possibility less viable.
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6. Conclusions

Longitudinal magnetograms provide only one component of the magnetic field.
However, signatures of global magnetic twist can be inferred from the distribu-
tion of the longitudinal field during the emergence phase of bipolar ARs. The
azimuthal (poloidal) magnetic field component of a flux rope has a projection in
the longitudinal direction. This results in a characteristic elongated distribution
pattern of the two polarities, called “magnetic tongues”, sketched in Figure 1,
which evolve as the flux rope is crossing the photosphere while the two polarities
rotate around each other (Figure 2). This is only an apparent rotation, i.e.
not linked to plasma or magnetic field motions. If the emerging flux tube is
significantly twisted at its periphery, an emerging flux rope, with an east-west
oriented axis, is first detected as an almost north-south bipole that later rotates
progressively to the east-west direction, as the magnetic tongues first grow and
then retract (see Figure 2).

MHD simulations of emerging twisted flux tubes also show a pattern of mag-
netic tongues at the photosphere, especially the recent MHD simulations which
start with a curved flux tube below the photosphere (Hood et al., 2009). The evo-
lution of the tongues is similar in these simulations and in most observations; in
particular, their retraction and the separation of the magnetic polarities indicate
that most of the flux tube cross section has emerged above the photosphere. With
less curved flux tubes in the MHD simulations, e.g. starting from a horizontal
flux tube set more buoyant in some part along the axis, the magnetic tongues
are more elongated. This is observed only in a subset of ARs, typically those
that have large magnetic flux.

The spatial organization of the magnetic tongues lets us determine the sign
of the twist by computing the acute angle from the bipole axis towards the
PIL direction in the center of the AR. In most emerging flux tubes, the writhe
helicity is much smaller than the twist helicity, so the tongues indicate the sign
of the magnetic helicity injected in the corona (if significant writhe helicity is
present, this is measured by the global rotation of the magnetic polarities, see
López Fuentes et al., 2003). In the present study we have verified that indeed the
helicity sign inferred from the magnetic tongues is the same as the sign provided
by other proxies, such as sheared or S-shaped coronal loops, relative shift of flare
ribbons along the PIL, in situ magnetic field measurements in a magnetic cloud
launched from the studied AR, and more directly with the results of magnetic
helicity injection at the photospheric level. As a result, we confirm that magnetic
tongues provide another reliable way to determine the magnetic helicity sign.

Still, as with other helicity proxies, there are limitations to the use of magnetic
tongues. First, they can be unambigously identified only if the flux rope emerges
in a relatively field-free environment (i.e. if the magnetic flux in the rope is well
above the pre-existing background flux). Second, a single emergence of a flux
rope is more favourable for a clear observation of magnetic tongues (this does
not exclude the multi-emergences of small flux strands that form a single rope),
unless the episodes of flux emergence are well separated in time (as in Figures 5
and 6). Finally, if the flux rope starts emerging at a few tens of degrees from the
eastern solar limb, the full development, up to the retraction of the tongues, can
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be followed in time for a typical AR having a magnetic flux around 1022 Mx.
For much smaller bipoles, the full evolution from emergence to dispersion, can
be observed in a few days, however (see e.g. Mandrini et al., 2005).

The shape and the elongation or extension of the magnetic tongues depend
both on the amount of the magnetic twist and its spatial distribution within the
flux rope. However, the evolution of the tongues alone does not let us determine
these parameters unambiguously, since the unknown geometry of the emerging
flux rope is also involved. For example, even for a simple toroidal flux tube, as
analytically described in the Appendix A, the elongation of the tongues depends
on the radius of curvature of the flux rope axis (Figure 14). Moreover, MHD
simulations show that the magnetic flux first accumulates below the photosphere,
before the magnetic buoyancy instability takes effect at several small-scale parts
of the rope. Then, the flux rope is strongly compressed in the vertical direction,
it gets fragmented into flux tube strands and moreover reconnection occurs
between these flux strands. All these processes imply that the geometry of the
emerging field is a priori not known, so that the shape and extension of the
magnetic tongues cannot be transformed directly to a twist profile. Still, in
some ARs the appearance of tongues is delayed compared to the magnetic flux
increase. These cases may be understood if the rope is much less twisted at the
flux tube periphery than at its core. MHD simulations are needed to check wether
or not a variable twist profile is the most plausible explanation (compared to a
geometrical effect such as the distortion of the flux rope axis).

Analysing the evolution of the elongation magnetic tongues in six observed
cases, we discovered a well-marked asymmetry between the leading and following
polarities: the elongation of leading polarity tongues is systematically higher than
that of the following polarity tongues. This asymmetry can be understood if the
emerging Ω-loop is asymmetric, tilted eastward trailing the rotation. Such tilt
can be attributed to the conservation of angular momentum during the rise of
the flux rope through the CZ, a model successfully invoked to explain other well-
known asymmetries in the stability and proper motions of leading and following
magnetic polarities and the asymmetric location of the PIL (van Driel-Gesztelyi
and Petrovay, 1990).

MHD simulations typically show that a flux rope suffers internal magnetic
reconnection as it crosses the photosphere, so that the twisted flux tube later
present in the corona is a subset of the initial one (Hood et al., 2009). Still, the
distribution of the vertical field component at the photosphere retains the signa-
ture of the twist of the initial flux tube. At some point of the MHD evolution, the
coronal flux rope becomes unstable and gets ejected from the Sun in form of a
CME. Following the eruption, an unbalance in the magnetic torque between the
CZ and the coronal flux rope is expected to launch torsional Alfvén waves which
will replenish the AR corona with magnetic helicity carried away by the CME
(Longcope and Welsch, 2000). After that, photospheric magnetic diffusion and
reconnection at the PIL forms a new flux rope that becomes unstable, (Aulanier
et al., 2010), leading to coronal helicity decrease followed by replenishment.
This multiple-step process, of a progressive transfer of the magnetic helicity
from the CZ to the interplanetary space, is evidenced by examples in which a
large number of CMEs (≈ 30-60) are launched during the full lifetime of an AR
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(with flux ≈ 1022 Mx, Démoulin et al., 2002, Green et al., 2002, Mandrini et al.,
2004). The flux rope involved in one CME represents only a small fraction of the
original rope which crossed the CZ, but it carries away part of the twist brought
up by the flux rope. Then, unless subsequent flux emergences would create a
mixed-helicity AR, the sign of the carried-away helicity will be the same as
determined from the distribution of the longitudinal magnetic fields during the
emergence of the flux rope, i.e. from the magnetic tongues. The ease of helicity
sign determination using the widest-available longitudinal magnetograms makes
magnetic tongues a valuable space weather tool.
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Appendix

A. A Basic Twisted Flux Tube Model

We present below a simple model in order to describe the main properties of
magnetic tongues as an Ω-shaped twisted flux tube emerges. The flux-tube shape
is half a torus, with a main radius R and a small radius ρ (Figure 12). The torus
center is located at the height z = −d below the photosphere located at z = 0.
A magnetic field line is described, in Cartesian coordinates, {x, y, z} by

OM = {(R+ ρ cos θ) cosφ, ρ sin θ, (R+ ρ cos θ) sinφ− d} , (1)

where φ defines the location along the flux tube axis, and θ defines the rotation
angle around the flux tube axis (Figure 12). We take a uniform twist along the
flux rope, so these two angles are related by

θ = 2Ntφ+ θ0 . (2)

where θ0 is a constant (θ value for φ = 0) and Nt is the number of turns in half
the torus.

Fields lines are tangent to the magnetic field B, so B is parallel to the
elementary difference dOM. This implies that the azimuthal component, Bθ,
is related to the axial component, Bφ by

Bθ = 2NtρBφ/(R+ ρ cos θ) . (3)
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Figure 12. Sketch of a twisted flux tube having a half-torus shape. The red line is an example
of a magnetic field line (with positive twist). The photospheric level is set at z = 0.

The condition ∇ ·B = 0 and a uniform flux-rope cross section (Bρ = 0), implies
that NtBφ is only a function of ρ.

Equations (1–3) define a simple flux rope which can be rewritten in the
Cartesian coordinates x, y, z. In particular at the height z = 0, the vertical
magnetic field component is

Bz(x, y) = (x− 2Nt d y/u)Bφ/u , (4)

with u =
√
x2 + d2. As d decreases from d ≈ R + a to d ≈ 0, Bz(x, y) describes

the evolution of a theoretical magnetogram where a twisted Ω-shaped flux tube
is emerging. In order to keep the example the simplest possible, we do not
consider the force balance and the flux rope is simply supposed to emerge without
deformation up to z = 0 (we do not analyze the coronal part z > 0).

For the illustrating figures, we consider a simple example of flux rope, as
follows. Following previous studies (e.g., Emonet and Moreno-Insertis, 1998) we
define the axial field as

Bφ = B0 exp(−(ρ/a)2) , (5)

where a is the typical small radius of the flux rope and B0 is the field strength
on the axis. We also consider a uniform twist (Nt independent of ρ).

B. Analysis of the Magnetic Tongues

We analyse below the characteristics of the magnetic tongues, and illustrate how
the elongation of tongues evolves as a function of magnetic twist and flux.

B.1. Direction of the Polarity Inversion Line (PIL)

One characteristic of the magnetic tongues is the orientation of the PIL in the
center of the bipole (Figure 13). As the flux rope is more twisted, the azimuthal
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Figure 13. Orientation of the PIL for an east-west oriented torus with increasing twist (Nt)
values. We plot the vertical magnetic field component at z = 0 for the model defined in
Section A, with d = R = 1, a/R = 0.1 and for four different Nt values with uniformly
distributed twist. The isocontour values are (0.3, 3, 20, 80, 160, 320)× 10−3B0.

field component is larger, so the PIL is generally expected to be oriented closer
to the bipole direction. Indeed, from Equation (4), the PIL equation is x ≈ 2Nty
for x� d. Then, the angle δIL of the PIL with the x-axis is simply

δIL = arctan(1/(2Nt)) . (6)

It implies that the PIL shape, for x � d, is defined by the twist profile Nt(ρ).
Then, the evolution of the PIL shape in the central part of an emerging AR
provides a qualitative information on the twist profile. With a uniform twist
profile the PIL is locally straight, and δIL is constant during the emerging process.
The PIL is also more inclined in the x-direction (bipole direction) as the twist
Nt is increasing (Figure 13). However, from observations, it is difficult to provide
a quantitative estimate of the amount of twist present in the emerged part of
the flux rope from the observed orientation of the PIL, as follows. At best, only
the top part of the flux rope could be approximated by part of a torus, so δIL
provides an estimation of 2Nt = T Rc where T and Rc are the local twist angle
per unit length and the curvature radius, respectively. Rc is not measurable from
magnetograms and moreover it is expected to evolve during the emerging process
so the twist present in the emerged part cannot be estimated. We conclude
that following δIL during the emergence of an AR provides only a qualitative
description of the twist profile, while the sign of δIL does provide the sign of the
magnetic helicity (when the magnetic tongues are not masked by magnetic flux
from another flux emergence.

B.2. Elongation of the Magnetic Tongues

Next, we analyse the shape of the magnetic tongues. In order to have robust
quantities, we rely only on integrals computed from the analyzed magnetogram.
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The mean position of the magnetic polarities is given by

x± =
1
F±

∫∫
±Bz>0

x |Bz|dx dy ; y± =
1
F±

∫∫
±Bz>0

y |Bz|dx dy , (7)

where ± represents the positive or negative polarity. F± is the magnetic flux of
the polarities

F± =
∫∫

±Bz>0

|Bz|dxdy . (8)

The size of the AR is defined by

SAR =
√

(x+ − x−)2 + (y+ − y−)2 . (9)

The magnetic tongues are characterised by elongated magnetic polarities. We
define the size, S±, of the magnetic polarity ± in a direction making an angle ϕ
with the x axis as

S2
±(ϕ) =

1
F±

∫∫
±Bz>0

[
(x− x±) cosϕ+ (y − y±) sinϕ

]2 |Bz|dx dy , (10)

The expression between brackets inside the integral is the distance to the polarity
center computed in the ϕ-direction. Equation (10) sums up the square of this
distance, weighted by the vertical field strength, and normalised by the magnetic
flux. S± is maximum in the direction ϕp defined by

ϕp = 0.5 arctan[ 2xy±/(x2± − y2
±) ] , (11)

where the right hand side terms are defined by

xiyj± =
1
F±

∫∫
±Bz>0

(x− x±)i(y − y±)j |Bz|dxdy , (12)

and i, j are integers between 0 and 2. The maximum size of the polarity, S±,max,
is

S2
±,max = S2

±(ϕp) =
1
2

(
x2± + y2

± +
√

(x2± − y2
±)2 + 4xy2

±

)
, (13)

while the minimum size, S±,min, is obtained in an orthogonal direction (ϕp+π/2),
and its value is obtained by replacing the + by a − sign in front of the square
root in Equation (13). We define the relative elongation of the magnetic tongue,
S±,tongue, by normalising with the AR size the difference of the sizes, so as

E±,tongue = (S±,max − S±,min)/SAR . (14)

The subtraction at the numerator implies that E±,tongue = 0 when the magnetic
polarity is round.
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Figure 14. Evolution of the relative elongation of the magnetic tongue, Etongue (Equa-
tion (14)) in function of the Bz > 0 magnetic flux normalised to the axial magnetic flux
for the model defined in Section A.

B.3. Results with a Flux Rope Model

We next apply the above analysis to the model defined in Section A. The
orientation of the tongues, defined by ϕp, has a non-monotonous dependance
on Nt, and it is typically small (around 100) for low aspect ratio values (e.g.
a/R ≈ 0.1). Then, ϕp does not characterise well the magnetic tongues.

A better characterisation is given by E±,tongue since it has a monotonic and
important variation with Nt (Figure 14). In these plots the flux-rope’s upper
part starts to cross z = 0 on the left side of the panel, and the half torus is
located above z = 0 on the right side (where Fz = 1, and E±,tongue = 0). The
typical evolution of a theoretical magnetogram, with the flux rope defined in
Section A, is given in Figure 2. For large values of Nt, Fz is going above unity
due to the important contribution of the azimuthal field component to Bz. With
the selected uniform distribution of Nt in the flux-rope cross section, E±,tongue

has a weak variation during most of the flux-rope emergence. E±,tongue is also
slightly affected by a/R for values typical of ARs.
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